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First, a little about me



OK, really about me

• Practicing urban planner working in the Chicago area for more than 
25 years

• Had the opportunity to work in the public, private and nonprofit 
sectors

• Had the opportunity to work in large cities, suburban/exurban areas
• Became a blogger in 2012 (cornersideyard.blogspot.com)
• Since 2012 evolved into an urbanist writer, researcher, speaker



What I cover and study

•“Rust Belt” Cities
•Urban Demographics



What I cover and study

• Economic and Social Inequality
• Gentrification



Where I’ve been found

In Print…
• The Guardian (UK)
• Encyclopaedia Britannica
• New York Times
• Chicago Tribune
• Chicago Sun-Times
• Chicago Reader

On the Internet…
• Forbes
• Planetizen
• Huffington Post
• Business Insider
• Urbanophile
• Curbed Chicago



My driving theme

• The successes and challenges of American coastal cities and tech 
hubs have been driving the urbanism narrative.

• The successes and challenges of American interior cities (Rust Belt, 
Sun Belt) are often distinct from coastal cities and tech hubs, but 
rarely get attention.

• Understanding our interior cities as well as we do our coastal cities 
and tech hubs can broaden our policy options for all cities.





The Five Midwests Theory



The Five Midwests Theory



The Five Midwests Theory



The Five Midwests Theory

• There are wide differences in the settlement patterns, settlement 
timing, urban and rural distribution and development, culture and 
economy in Midwestern states.

• These differences in settlement, development, culture and economy 
rarely coincided with established state boundaries, creating cultural, 
economic and political conflict within states.

• This is evident in the way Midwestern cities have been supported by 
state governments throughout each state’s history.



Cities: The Last 50 Years



Midwestern Cities: The Last 50 Years



Is there a compelling data case supporting 
investment in cities?

Yes and No. 



Is there a compelling data case supporting 
investment in cities?
• Increasing income, relative to metro areas.

• Increasing educational attainment, relative to metro areas.

• Gross domestic product.



How are successful cities doing it?

• State capitals.

• Home to major universities.

• Successfully transitioned from manufacturing economy to service and 
knowledge economy.



Areas of State Investment

Traditional
• Infrastructure
• Economic Incentives
• Workforce Development
• Regulatory Environment
• Education

Non-Traditional
• Local Government Collaboration
• Regional Planning 
• Information and Technology
• Quality of Life
• Sustainability and Resilience



The “Steampunk” Analogy



A Path Forward



A Path Forward



Thank you!
Blog: cornersideyard.blogspot.com

Twitter: @petesaunders3
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